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CAIDP Global AI Policy Leader
Awards

In February 2023, CAIDP will give out awards to Global AI Policy
Leaders in Academia, Business, Civil Society, and Government.

Individuals will be recognized who have made outstanding contributions to the
development and implementation of AI policies that advance fundamental rights,
democratic values, and the rule of law. Following the CAIDP mission statement, we
will consider also their support for inclusion, fairness, and justice. And we will
highlight their notable achievements.

 

We seek your help to identify, recognize, and elevate these truly exceptionalWe seek your help to identify, recognize, and elevate these truly exceptional

people. Please people. Please send your send your nominationsnominations by December 15, 2022. by December 15, 2022.

AI POLICY NEWSAI POLICY NEWS

EU Council Presents Last-minute Changes to EU AI Act TextEU Council Presents Last-minute Changes to EU AI Act Text
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EURACTIV reports that the EU Council shared its position on the AI Act with

member states, including a few last-minute amendments introduced by the Czech

Presidency. The purpose of these changes is to reach a general approach by the

Telecoms Council meeting on 6 December. Among the topics that have been

amended are creditworthiness, insurance, critical infrastructure, and governance.

CAIDP, EU AI Act

China Publishes Paper on Strengthening Ethical Governance of AIChina Publishes Paper on Strengthening Ethical Governance of AI

A paper published by the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which advocates

strengthened ethics governance of AI, outlines China's position on AI supervision,

development, use, and related international cooperation. Chinese officials assert

that they are committed to a people-centered approach to AI and to the principle of

AI for good. The paper calls on all parties to adhere to the principles of extensive

consultation, joint contribution, and shared benefits. The paper is submitted to UN

Office of Disarmament, for last week's meeting for the Convention on Certain

Conventional Weapons — Meeting of High Contracting Parties.

CAIDP, AI and Democratic Values

EU Legislators Make Progress on AI OfficeEU Legislators Make Progress on AI Office

 

Legislators behind the EU AI Act have made significant progress toward finalizing

the text for an AI Office, a proposal championed by Dragoş Tudorache and

supported by most political parties, EURACTIV reports. . During this week's schedule,

two technical meetings will be held on Tuesday and Wednesday, and a shadow

meeting will be held on Thursday. The AI Office would provide support, advise and

coordination to national authorities and the European Commission, notably on

cross-border cases. It would also propose amendments to the AI definition under the

regulation.

  

CAIDP, EU AI Act

Takeaways from Bali's G20 summitTakeaways from Bali's G20 summit

Leaders of the world's Group of 20 (G20) wealthiest nations concluded a two-day

summit on the Indonesian island of Bali. There were no references to AI in the G20

Declaration this year, but 20 references to "technology" and 30 references to

"digital" and one reference each to "privacy" and "data protection."

https://www.euractiv.com/section/digital/news/last-minute-changes-to-eu-councils-ai-act-text-ahead-of-general-approach/?utm_source=piano&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=26666&pnespid=v_Z8FHlFMagZhvrbuSm5Cp2S5U2yCcZ1Leuw2fJ4p0dm1Dx82NnjpPxmsXAUhtWWEcK.6mAc_g
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lfZCW45wr3ZjVEbn1af2ag-8gE55_V83pN1I9M88uQwbHT3VrJuVH1eQnlWsfyugOaPZPyafKqG62w9qKS5Yo9ZnwWZGZlyfJTJR6AoH6pxrQzbezOb4-WzVQ_j6nZ3RxZQfV0LCYwDAvlvAPm5hEwDForuWjxBVdA2slFLly4U=&c=X3ActCm0uDtNf2qjuufxO8NUi6zJ8i84Rsv3FLObyTmGQ0xDT0EMgw==&ch=Hg28t7Wjv5k6aZeWnDjz4rTX941EnCqbpRzQoFDYFwz1YBCmrWO6Qg==
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/wjdt_665385/wjzcs/202211/t20221117_10976730.html
https://meetings.unoda.org/meeting/63544
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001O22ZNtn3VTnvBV0GDdI-Kz3GxOM5oWdYwIInhadBkcTFkYkdE3m6z5Ua_8UDR6gEpr6eXViEz3WvMCto4fwuBlZifJpupCSl8w_dh5LrB_BJoyjepnmJM3yQklwqIBud0wXJe86gYlAiK8Z6LB1L9jk1CC2e0DwaZqf144csGFE=&c=g9CK44mZ7UOvI3dWeQewrBJksgdsDejYbDN27DGjvufZztaycDJj2A==&ch=neJ-gr2j7OO2dcQIsQ7WcFocUdpfCkGG2J7P9wTdpFlhb08DGIR5nA==
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ekBzgKHHI3OHndr5CMKd6yeRw7BxAFi2BKAmdrewGLqaV2z4bMY4fYtjHnK2yqXQZ4-oC0dCWqlb8P1AS26tCU7d6Fe2xPruLptaq1O3P_zTmAXiC3xHZHdzEQDvARp6NxQpz95k0Qglk8J6SqhFWR50J2OqfuN1CALvfaNOQ7NvnILsiMIQg193F8SXWqjw1cSyp0bN8JwyhTr1bCkhUrfaktL74wWH56PLm8bfHXU7ekCPWbXVHMockuQK_jpVCpmz99jO6TAWqdLp3kEOblX-gUbF2_jwUN7SYMfqAlV5nzFPiIWM1rmgr6VRhO1HFD_UT7Ly8SQzgaccdpVsADK3PgNs7IzPVPL4SRaFYC4Tp_qLvvo_jTZnn_aewsAedHrkE24rbjIXjBJAWrahC-eDX9_afCQMfGEtPGqEXWDZGRdIrAroBvIYG7VJRexQRYnNQ_4yiw6ag_r4odfCqY_TMkXyTEZf&c=Ok4FegsrLKN58iJ8To_eri9FPIW6UH42PMvsNIk8HQm8f4XOgiNL-g==&ch=iDJeeiCa3yCXMYwNO7P4PY3p9BSGyJPvYeDaturFJz8txqdO9m0ozQ==
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lfZCW45wr3ZjVEbn1af2ag-8gE55_V83pN1I9M88uQwbHT3VrJuVH1eQnlWsfyugOaPZPyafKqG62w9qKS5Yo9ZnwWZGZlyfJTJR6AoH6pxrQzbezOb4-WzVQ_j6nZ3RxZQfV0LCYwDAvlvAPm5hEwDForuWjxBVdA2slFLly4U=&c=X3ActCm0uDtNf2qjuufxO8NUi6zJ8i84Rsv3FLObyTmGQ0xDT0EMgw==&ch=Hg28t7Wjv5k6aZeWnDjz4rTX941EnCqbpRzQoFDYFwz1YBCmrWO6Qg==
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CAIDP Statement to the G7 on Artificial Intelligence and Digital Policy, May 18, 2022

CRS Report Examines US Policy on Lethal Autonomous WeaponsCRS Report Examines US Policy on Lethal Autonomous Weapons

The Congressional Research Service released a report entitled U.S. Policy on Lethal

Autonomous Weapon Systems (LAWS). As stated in the report, approximately 30

countries and 165 non-governmental organizations have called for a preemptive ban

on LAWS in light of ethical concerns, including considerations regarding operational

risk, accountability for use, and compliance with the proportionality and distinction

requirements of the law of war. At the present time, the United States government

does not support a ban on LAWS.

CAIDP, AI Bill of Rights

Italy Bans the Use of Facial Recognition for All Purposes Except Counter-crimeItaly Bans the Use of Facial Recognition for All Purposes Except Counter-crime

Reuters reports that Italy has banned facial recognition and smart glasses, after the

country's Data Protection Agency reprimanded two municipalities for experimenting

with these technologies. According to the privacy watchdog, facial recognition

systems that utilize biometric data will not be allowed until a specific law is adopted

or at least by the end of next year.

CAIDP, Ban Facial Surveillance Technology and Other Forms of Mass Biometric

Identification

PUBLIC VOICE OPPORTUNITIESPUBLIC VOICE OPPORTUNITIES

UN Office of the Tech Envoy - Global Digital Compact and AIUN Office of the Tech Envoy - Global Digital Compact and AI

The Office of the Tech Envoy its seeking comments on the Global Digital Compact,

to be adopted at the Summit of the Future which will be held in September

2023. The Secretary- General has proposed that the Global Digital Compact “outline

shared principles for an open, free and secure digital future for all.

CAIDP, Public Voice

https://www.caidp.org/app/download/8392171163/CAIDP-Statement-G7-18052022.pdf?t=1652897089
https://sgp.fas.org/crs/natsec/IF11150.pdf
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001p4bfyrzsavQyvHgZ1vjmjdfHWmw7Rs3C2EiYhqkeDD_8AUpnj1nzeAhZl_TlnReV9uISRjFqbBQsa_i7XdrLdqeYqsqxluZ6hcWrmUJq9uvGeUDQOKiojUdQCbMiU5D2f_9l4GfKAmce8swfgK-FbupO5nySbJY0IyACBgTv_Oo=&c=anLs2jTQHZWWeoRCUAaIvl0AKx64_zZqq5V9_FmZfrvcplQOzAk-SQ==&ch=h1OBeMhQTeNoHTWWoJS0bRYpMZpTINxh_5JJUqDFprUI0aSrTqu93w==
https://www.reuters.com/technology/italy-outlaws-facial-recognition-tech-except-fight-crime-2022-11-14/
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00150f3gGSdrnzrNiqWxK1DO0LCHyTCGTPhqs8aJjq_1Y25lCqyQHEh74CxDEkNc2VBcyIXgAedXpQW89ZTn7hUojYrtqIabkniNmxYKx0vhsFDkI8YESwJRem77jJnE5MOORXLucCCQrCeFwzcT1560hhivGTSuvJW_X6081Vp7dbBO9P5Rj-jbbAtVs23hi-6IWJoHO4g1uTNCJRo1aX8zg==&c=2EsXXOoYIQPhjk1OZKeBgc72wRBZozT9Xg9XFWxtf3Czc6ayMqNQfw==&ch=_2t1vKoVYtSehC-Wqen2hPzrX9j8jjQlSbPoB2mqbxRY4n1hdcBowg==
https://www.un.org/techenvoy/global-digital-compact
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001O22ZNtn3VTnvBV0GDdI-Kz3GxOM5oWdYwIInhadBkcTFkYkdE3m6z4UzVkdZ697_2iPYOhjwR87tOBVymdfSUiORUSqMorMSxeD62JvqDWrfB2w3zEDy7_T2dJQxJm2sTTe-tg_-nmdfpbbIrR5c4KrsVY0L-Oyj&c=g9CK44mZ7UOvI3dWeQewrBJksgdsDejYbDN27DGjvufZztaycDJj2A==&ch=neJ-gr2j7OO2dcQIsQ7WcFocUdpfCkGG2J7P9wTdpFlhb08DGIR5nA==


Israel Releases Principles of Policy, Regulation and Ethics in AIIsrael Releases Principles of Policy, Regulation and Ethics in AI

 

The Israeli Ministry of Innovation, Science and Technology has released "Principles

of Policy, Regulation and Ethics in AI" for public consultation. The white paper is a

comprehensive primer on AI that provides recommendations for policy, ethics, and

regulatory policy. The public is invited to send references to the document by

January 1, 2023, via email address: AI@most.gov.il

CAIDP, Public Voice

CAIDP ACTIONSCAIDP ACTIONS

A Manifesto in Defence of Democracy and the Rule of LawA Manifesto in Defence of Democracy and the Rule of Law

Building upon A Manifesto in Defence of Democracy and the Rule of Law, the

Transatlantic Reflection Group on Democracy and the Rule of Law has reconvened

to draft a second consensus manifesto that shifts focus from the design of law to the

enforcement of law.

 

The Manifesto on Enforcing Law in the Age of AI offers 10 recommendations for

addressing the key enforcement challenges. CAIDP strongly supports this initiative. 

Read the ManifestoRead the Manifesto

Sign the ManifestoSign the Manifesto

Marc Rotenberg, CAIDP

President, attended the first

CAIDP Research Director Merve

Hickok spoke at Atlantic Council

https://blog.ai-laws.org/israeli-ai-regulation-and-policy-white-paper-a-first-glance/
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001O22ZNtn3VTnvBV0GDdI-Kz3GxOM5oWdYwIInhadBkcTFkYkdE3m6z4UzVkdZ697_2iPYOhjwR87tOBVymdfSUiORUSqMorMSxeD62JvqDWrfB2w3zEDy7_T2dJQxJm2sTTe-tg_-nmdfpbbIrR5c4KrsVY0L-Oyj&c=g9CK44mZ7UOvI3dWeQewrBJksgdsDejYbDN27DGjvufZztaycDJj2A==&ch=neJ-gr2j7OO2dcQIsQ7WcFocUdpfCkGG2J7P9wTdpFlhb08DGIR5nA==
https://www.aiathens.org/manifesto
https://www.aiathens.org/manifesto
https://www.aiathens.org/s/A-Manifesto-on-Enforcing-Law-in-the-Age-of-Artificial-Intelligence.pdf
https://www.aiathens.org/manifesto-on-enforcement/sign


Democracy Forum organized by

the Obama Foundation. President

Barack Obama discussed the

global challenges to democracy

and the need to confront these

challenges head on. He said we

must promote economic inclusion,

counter misinformation.

strengthen pluralism, and expand

civic education.

GeoTech Center and US

Department of State's AI Connect

initiative. A key point she made

was that civil society is integral to

the process of ensuring that

public and private entities are

held accountable, as well as to

ensure that policies and

regulations are developed in a

manner that is beneficial to

society as a whole, to ensure a

more just, more fair, and more

inclusive world.

CAIDP Urges US National AI Advisory Committee to Comply with Federal AdvisoryCAIDP Urges US National AI Advisory Committee to Comply with Federal Advisory

Committee ActCommittee Act

CAIDP team wrote to the National Artificial Intelligence Advisory Committee

(NAIAC) regarding the NAIAC's failure to comply with the Federal Advisory

Committee Act. In our web page, we have addressed the concerns outlined in this

letter. We intend to closely monitor the situation.

CAIDP, US National AI Advisory
Committee

Campaign Launched to Ban Facial Surveillance TechnologyCampaign Launched to Ban Facial Surveillance Technology

CAIDP has launched a campaign to ban facial Surveillance Technology. In the 2022

report [Artificial Intelligence and Democratic Values] CAIDP stated these are

"sophisticated image processing systems, designed specifically to identify

individuals in public spaces by name. In some countries, this system of unique

identification is then tied to elaborate government databases for scoring people

based on their allegiance to the government in power.” CAIDP recommended that

countries halt the use of facial recognition for mass surveillance. The campaign to

Ban Facial Surveillance Technology is open to signature by individuals and

organizations.

CAIDP, Ban Facial SurveillanceCAIDP, Ban Facial Surveillance
TechnologyTechnology

CAIDP, AI and DemocraticCAIDP, AI and Democratic

https://www.obama.org/
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/programs/geotech-center/ai-connect/
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ekBzgKHHI3OHndr5CMKd6yeRw7BxAFi2BKAmdrewGLqaV2z4bMY4fZUxbOe0E19aE1ZySMpSWCx3hNCxAtordapx5KUhx--yu3pw5r6WWB09IAryBwxqrV-KzRJcu1hTPB5-l011jdjlDE27zjCvBYn7HUZASf8Acr0fHeAvKdmaVBg6aWGdlcx-r-f0og4BHGWAwDxsutP7EIuuDWhG3mGiwQIQmrw1&c=xw_nvMRsltAYOCVForTqs49UKNMAwtnSbW1TzaHPsXTti6H-pqMLdQ==&ch=cQKNFhB9zAz5dcTT3fyJEHpH7lzevAlYoqQZgaTlCC0TDO2KsRcqZA==
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ekBzgKHHI3OHndr5CMKd6yeRw7BxAFi2BKAmdrewGLqaV2z4bMY4fZUxbOe0E19aPxqoPOss4Y7Lb05JWZ06oKp7xGbbLcpYUHm8n3XZKuO6eDnQjj8sab-FFVjI8gkOwZEFRX9KY330XX0f-CI8Z2wEk7kTMlGF_3QUPi5mHg-EWL4QrA0rWgZPCnSx_46AnW51X_qYWPFc9vVnC09f9VQtsk_aOd1fPb6dmT05NHjBGwQrOFd5gyeqzuITTzyev0hviocPsCA9dkrz_aXOl0JZK8peqdaRtry0NcI2pnOUc8E8gFlu_HRLJRH0AlDN&c=xw_nvMRsltAYOCVForTqs49UKNMAwtnSbW1TzaHPsXTti6H-pqMLdQ==&ch=cQKNFhB9zAz5dcTT3fyJEHpH7lzevAlYoqQZgaTlCC0TDO2KsRcqZA==
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ekBzgKHHI3OHndr5CMKd6yeRw7BxAFi2BKAmdrewGLqaV2z4bMY4fZUxbOe0E19aE1ZySMpSWCx3hNCxAtordapx5KUhx--yu3pw5r6WWB09IAryBwxqrV-KzRJcu1hTPB5-l011jdjlDE27zjCvBYn7HUZASf8Acr0fHeAvKdmaVBg6aWGdlcx-r-f0og4BHGWAwDxsutP7EIuuDWhG3mGiwQIQmrw1&c=xw_nvMRsltAYOCVForTqs49UKNMAwtnSbW1TzaHPsXTti6H-pqMLdQ==&ch=cQKNFhB9zAz5dcTT3fyJEHpH7lzevAlYoqQZgaTlCC0TDO2KsRcqZA==
https://www.caidp.org/resources/naiac/
https://www.caidp.org/reports/aidv-2021/
https://www.caidp.org/statements/ban-facial-surveillance-technology/


ValuesValues

Support the CampaignSupport the Campaign

CAIDP ConversationsCAIDP Conversations: Data Activism, Implicit Bias, and Al Ethics with: Data Activism, Implicit Bias, and Al Ethics with

Renée Cummings and Lorraine KisselburghRenée Cummings and Lorraine Kisselburgh

Civil Society Statement on the Council ofCivil Society Statement on the Council of

Europe Treaty on AIEurope Treaty on AI

Several Civil Society organizations, including

CAIDP, responded to the EU statement

directed toward the members of the Council of

Europe (CoE) Committee on AI (CAI) and

Observers (which includes Civil Society

Organizations) regarding the upcoming/draft

COE Convention on Artificial Intelligence.

CAIDP, Council of Europe AICAIDP, Council of Europe AI
TreatyTreaty

Read the Joint StatementRead the Joint Statement

AI AND DEMOCRATIC VALUES INDEX 2021AI AND DEMOCRATIC VALUES INDEX 2021

https://www.caidp.org/reports/aidv-2021/
https://www.caidp.org/statements/ban-facial-surveillance-technology/
https://www.caidp.org/events/dataactivism/
https://www.caidp.org/resources/coe-ai-treaty/
https://www.caidp.org/statements/civil-society-coe-and-eu/


CAIDP’s Artificial Intelligence and

Democratic Values Index evaluates

national AI policies and practices.

GLOBAL ACADEMIC NETWORK (GAN) NEWSGLOBAL ACADEMIC NETWORK (GAN) NEWS

NEW GANNEW GAN
MemberMember

Renée Cummings is an Assistant

Professor at the University of

Virginia. She is a Criminologist,

Criminal Psychologist, Artificial

Intelligence Ethicist, Therapeutic

Jurisprudence Specialist, and Urban

Technologist. Her areas of research

interests include artificial intelligence,

https://www.caidp.org/reports/aidv-2021/
https://datascience.virginia.edu/people/renee-cummings


political science, and criminology.

NEW GANNEW GAN
MemberMember

Emma Ruttkamp-Bloem is professor

and head of the Department of

Philosophy, Faculty of Humanities at

the University of Pretoria. She is the

coordinator of the Ethics of Artificial

Intelligence Research Group at the

Centre for Artificial Intelligence

Research (CAIR) in South Africa,

and chair of the Steering Committee

for the Southern African Conference

for AI Research (SACAIR).

GAN Member

Katja Langenbucher is a law

professor at Goethe-University's

House of Finance in Frankfurt,

affiliated professor at Sciences Po,

Paris, and long-term guest professor

Fordham Law School, NYC.Katja’s

current research projects focus on

FinTech, artificial intelligence and

corporate governance of banks.

Analyses From Members of the CAIDP Global Academic NetworkAnalyses From Members of the CAIDP Global Academic Network

Consumer Credit in The Age of AI – Beyond Anti-Discrimination Law

Search costs for lenders when evaluating potential borrowers are driven by the quality of

the underwriting model and by access to data. Both have undergone radical change over

the last years, due to the advent of big data and machine learning. For some, this holds

the promise of inclusion and better access to finance. Invisible prime applicants perform

better under AI than under traditional metrics. Broader data and more refined models help

to detect them without triggering prohibitive costs. However, not all applicants profit to the

same extent. Historic training data shape algorithms, biases distort results, and data as

well as model quality are not always assured.

https://www.up.ac.za/philosophy/article/2542714/emma-ruttkamp-bloem
https://www.jura.uni-frankfurt.de/70279050/Prof_-Dr_-Katja-Langenbucher
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4275723
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4275723


Katja Langenbucher

AI POLICY CLINICSAI POLICY CLINICS

The  Center  has  launched  a

comprehensive  certification

program  for AI Policy. The

certification program is an

outgrowth of the work of

the Research  Group  and includes

requirements for research, writing,

and policy analysis. Research

Group members who fulfill the

requirements will be awarded with

the AI Policy Certificate.  

CAIDP offers several AI policy clinics. The clinics are intensive, interdisciplinary,

semester-long courses, established to teach future leaders in the AI policy field skills

in policy analysis, research, evaluation, team management, and policy formation.

Topics covered include AI History, AI Issues and Institutions, AI Regulation and

Policy Frameworks, and Research Methods. 

GAIDP Policy Clinic remains free, empowering, and inclusive with a growing number

of researchers worldwide. In our Fall 2022 cohort, we have more than 200

participants from 60 countries with extraordinary backgrounds in academics, policy,

ethics, law, administration, business, and governance. 

https://www.caidp.org/global-academic-network/ai-policy-clinic/
https://www.caidp.org/global-academic-network/ai-policy-clinic/
https://www.caidp.org/global-academic-network/ai-policy-clinic/
https://www.caidp.org/global-academic-network/ai-policy-clinic/
https://www.caidp.org/global-academic-network/ai-policy-clinic/


Applications for the Spring 2023 semester is now closed. Thank
you to all who applied. We will announce the participants very soon.

AI POLICY EVENTSAI POLICY EVENTS

IGF Open Forum, From Regional to Global: EU Digital Transformation,
European Commission, November 30, 2022
Webinar on the ELI Guiding Principles for Automated Decision-Making in the
EU and the Blueprint for an AI Bill of Rights: A Transatlantic Dialogue,
November 30, 2022
The Athens AI Roundtable, The Future Society, December 1-2, 2022
CAIDP Conversation with Professor Anu Bradford, author of the Brussels
Effect, December 8, 2022
Call for Panels CPDP2023 – Ideas That Drive Our Digital World - Deadline
November 25

Join the fourth edition of The Athens Roundtable to advance and widen the global

dialogue on trustworthy adoption of AI in conformity with human rights and

democratic values!

https://www.intgovforum.org/en/content/igf-2022
https://www.europeanlawinstitute.eu/news-events/upcoming-events/events-sync/news/webinar-on-the-eli-guiding-principles-for-automated-decision-making-in-the-eu-and-the-blueprint-for/?tx_news_pi1%5Bcontroller%5D=News&tx_news_pi1%5Baction%5D=detail&cHash=944e811bb8503edf07c81a77381fc737
https://www.aiathens.org/
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unique award. Dare, take the time, apply!
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CAIDP aims to promote a better society, more fair, more just—a world where

technology promotes broad social inclusion based on fundamental rights, democratic

institutions, and the rule of law. Your contribution makes possible:
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Free AI policy clinics to train future AI policy leaders
The report; AI and Democratic Values
The CAIDP website that provides free information about AI policy
CAIDP’s engagement with AI policymakers
Promotion of Public Voice opportunities so the public can help shape AI
policies and practices
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	We seek your help to identify, recognize, and elevate these truly exceptional people. Please send your nominations by December 15, 2022.
	EU Council Presents Last-minute Changes to EU AI Act Text
	EURACTIV reports that the EU Council shared its position on the AI Act with member states, including a few last-minute amendments introduced by the Czech Presidency. The purpose of these changes is to reach a general approach by the Telecoms Council meeting on 6 December. Among the topics that have been amended are creditworthiness, insurance, critical infrastructure, and governance.
	CAIDP, EU AI Act
	China Publishes Paper on Strengthening Ethical Governance of AI
	A paper published by the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which advocates strengthened ethics governance of AI, outlines China's position on AI supervision, development, use, and related international cooperation. Chinese officials assert that they are committed to a people-centered approach to AI and to the principle of AI for good. The paper calls on all parties to adhere to the principles of extensive consultation, joint contribution, and shared benefits. The paper is submitted to UN Office of Disarmament, for last week's meeting for the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons — Meeting of High Contracting Parties.
	CAIDP, AI and Democratic Values
	EU Legislators Make Progress on AI Office
	Legislators behind the EU AI Act have made significant progress toward finalizing the text for an AI Office, a proposal championed by Dragoş Tudorache and supported by most political parties, EURACTIV reports. During this week's schedule, two technical meetings will be held on Tuesday and Wednesday, and a shadow meeting will be held on Thursday. The AI Office would provide support, advise and coordination to national authorities and the European Commission, notably on cross-border cases. It would also propose amendments to the AI definition under the regulation.
	CAIDP, EU AI Act
	Takeaways from Bali's G20 summit
	Leaders of the world's Group of 20 (G20) wealthiest nations concluded a two-day summit on the Indonesian island of Bali. There were no references to AI in the G20 Declaration this year, but 20 references to "technology" and 30 references to "digital" and one reference each to "privacy" and "data protection."
	CAIDP Statement to the G7 on Artificial Intelligence and Digital Policy, May 18, 2022
	CRS Report Examines US Policy on Lethal Autonomous Weapons
	The Congressional Research Service released a report entitled U.S. Policy on Lethal Autonomous Weapon Systems (LAWS). As stated in the report, approximately 30 countries and 165 non-governmental organizations have called for a preemptive ban on LAWS in light of ethical concerns, including considerations regarding operational risk, accountability for use, and compliance with the proportionality and distinction requirements of the law of war. At the present time, the United States government does not support a ban on LAWS.
	CAIDP, AI Bill of Rights
	Italy Bans the Use of Facial Recognition for All Purposes Except Counter-crime
	Reuters reports that Italy has banned facial recognition and smart glasses, after the country's Data Protection Agency reprimanded two municipalities for experimenting with these technologies. According to the privacy watchdog, facial recognition systems that utilize biometric data will not be allowed until a specific law is adopted or at least by the end of next year.
	CAIDP, Ban Facial Surveillance Technology and Other Forms of Mass Biometric Identification
	UN Office of the Tech Envoy - Global Digital Compact and AI
	The Office of the Tech Envoy its seeking comments on the Global Digital Compact, to be adopted at the Summit of the Future which will be held in September 2023. The Secretary- General has proposed that the Global Digital Compact “outline shared principles for an open, free and secure digital future for all.
	CAIDP, Public Voice
	Israel Releases Principles of Policy, Regulation and Ethics in AI
	The Israeli Ministry of Innovation, Science and Technology has released "Principles of Policy, Regulation and Ethics in AI" for public consultation. The white paper is a comprehensive primer on AI that provides recommendations for policy, ethics, and regulatory policy. The public is invited to send references to the document by January 1, 2023, via email address: AI@most.gov.il
	CAIDP, Public Voice
	A Manifesto in Defence of Democracy and the Rule of Law
	Building upon A Manifesto in Defence of Democracy and the Rule of Law, the Transatlantic Reflection Group on Democracy and the Rule of Law has reconvened to draft a second consensus manifesto that shifts focus from the design of law to the enforcement of law.
	The Manifesto on Enforcing Law in the Age of AI offers 10 recommendations for addressing the key enforcement challenges. CAIDP strongly supports this initiative.
	Marc Rotenberg, CAIDP President, attended the first Democracy Forum organized by the Obama Foundation. President Barack Obama discussed the global challenges to democracy and the need to confront these challenges head on. He said we must promote economic inclusion, counter misinformation. strengthen pluralism, and expand civic education.
	CAIDP Research Director Merve Hickok spoke at Atlantic Council GeoTech Center and US Department of State's AI Connect initiative. A key point she made was that civil society is integral to the process of ensuring that public and private entities are held accountable, as well as to ensure that policies and regulations are developed in a manner that is beneficial to society as a whole, to ensure a more just, more fair, and more inclusive world.
	CAIDP Urges US National AI Advisory Committee to Comply with Federal Advisory Committee Act
	CAIDP team wrote to the National Artificial Intelligence Advisory Committee (NAIAC) regarding the NAIAC's failure to comply with the Federal Advisory Committee Act. In our web page, we have addressed the concerns outlined in this letter. We intend to closely monitor the situation.
	Campaign Launched to Ban Facial Surveillance Technology
	CAIDP has launched a campaign to ban facial Surveillance Technology. In the 2022 report [Artificial Intelligence and Democratic Values] CAIDP stated these are "sophisticated image processing systems, designed specifically to identify individuals in public spaces by name. In some countries, this system of unique identification is then tied to elaborate government databases for scoring people based on their allegiance to the government in power.” CAIDP recommended that countries halt the use of facial recognition for mass surveillance. The campaign to Ban Facial Surveillance Technology is open to signature by individuals and organizations.
	CAIDP Conversations: Data Activism, Implicit Bias, and Al Ethics with Renée Cummings and Lorraine Kisselburgh
	Civil Society Statement on the Council of Europe Treaty on AI
	Several Civil Society organizations, including CAIDP, responded to the EU statement directed toward the members of the Council of Europe (CoE) Committee on AI (CAI) and Observers (which includes Civil Society Organizations) regarding the upcoming/draft COE Convention on Artificial Intelligence.
	CAIDP’s Artificial Intelligence and Democratic Values Index evaluates national AI policies and practices.
	Renée Cummings is an Assistant Professor at the University of Virginia. She is a Criminologist, Criminal Psychologist, Artificial Intelligence Ethicist, Therapeutic Jurisprudence Specialist, and Urban Technologist. Her areas of research interests include artificial intelligence, political science, and criminology.
	Emma Ruttkamp-Bloem is professor and head of the Department of Philosophy, Faculty of Humanities at the University of Pretoria. She is the coordinator of the Ethics of Artificial Intelligence Research Group at the Centre for Artificial Intelligence Research (CAIR) in South Africa, and chair of the Steering Committee for the Southern African Conference for AI Research (SACAIR).
	Katja Langenbucher is a law professor at Goethe-University's House of Finance in Frankfurt, affiliated professor at Sciences Po, Paris, and long-term guest professor Fordham Law School, NYC.Katja’s current research projects focus on FinTech, artificial intelligence and corporate governance of banks.
	Analyses From Members of the CAIDP Global Academic Network
	Consumer Credit in The Age of AI – Beyond Anti-Discrimination Law
	Search costs for lenders when evaluating potential borrowers are driven by the quality of the underwriting model and by access to data. Both have undergone radical change over the last years, due to the advent of big data and machine learning. For some, this holds the promise of inclusion and better access to finance. Invisible prime applicants perform better under AI than under traditional metrics. Broader data and more refined models help to detect them without triggering prohibitive costs. However, not all applicants profit to the same extent. Historic training data shape algorithms, biases distort results, and data as well as model quality are not always assured.
	Katja Langenbucher
	The Center has launched a comprehensive certification program for AI Policy. The certification program is an outgrowth of the work of the Research Group and includes requirements for research, writing, and policy analysis. Research Group members who fulfill the requirements will be awarded with the AI Policy Certificate.
	CAIDP offers several AI policy clinics. The clinics are intensive, interdisciplinary, semester-long courses, established to teach future leaders in the AI policy field skills in policy analysis, research, evaluation, team management, and policy formation. Topics covered include AI History, AI Issues and Institutions, AI Regulation and Policy Frameworks, and Research Methods.
	GAIDP Policy Clinic remains free, empowering, and inclusive with a growing number of researchers worldwide. In our Fall 2022 cohort, we have more than 200 participants from 60 countries with extraordinary backgrounds in academics, policy, ethics, law, administration, business, and governance.
	Join the fourth edition of The Athens Roundtable to advance and widen the global dialogue on trustworthy adoption of AI in conformity with human rights and democratic values!
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